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1. A song of this type from Iceland titled “Bíum, Bíum, Bambaló” describes a “face loom[ing] outside
the window.” A well-known song of this type from Northeast China has lyrics singing “the moon is
bright, the wind is quiet, the tree leaves hang over the window.” Uncharacteristically creepy
examples of these types of songs from hispanophone and lusophone countries often evoke the coming
of a monster called a Cuca or Cucuy.  “Hine e Hine” is a song of this type by Māori singer Fanny
Howie that used to serve as New Zealand Channel 2’s closing down song to accompany the animated
short (*) Goodnight Kiwi. A popular song of this type describes a baby falling from a tree with the lyrics
“when the bough breaks, the cradle will fall, down will come baby, cradle and all.” For 10 points, name this
type of song used by parents to sing their children to sleep.
ANSWER: lullaby [or cradle song]
<EG>

2. Dances from this country are heavily incorporated in the ballet Going Home Star. A traditional
singing group from this country recorded the song “Facebook Drama” for their 2012 album Dancerz
Groove. The vocables a-ya-ya are sung in a style of drum dance native to this country called pisiq.
Maggie Paul encouraged Jeremy Dutcher to transcribe wax cylinder recordings of traditional songs
from this country to create a prize-winning 2018 album. An artist from this country who released the
2015 album Animism performs (*) katajjaq, a style traditionally sung between two women who try to
outlast each other. That throat singer from this country is Tanya Tagaq. The electronic hip hop group A
Tribe Called Red is from this country, where Randy Wood formed the Northern Cree Singers. For 10
points, name this country whose indigenous people are the First Nations.
ANSWER: Canada (the Dutcher album is Wolastoqiyik Lintuwakonawa)
<VD>

3. Manthia Diawara wrote about seeing Soriba Kouyaté, who played this instrument, play Miles Davis
and John Coltrane juxtaposed with the traditional songs “Duga” and “Yarabi” while “swinging [this
instrument] around the way a hunter swings his rifle”. Alhaji Bai Konte was among the first to bring
this instrument to North America, where he performed with Elizabeth Cotten and Taj Mahal, who
both adapted this instrument’s picking techniques to guitar. One musician who plays this instrument
collaborated with flamenco group Ketama on the albums (*) Songhai and Songhai 2. That musician,
Ballaké Sissoko, also recorded New Ancient Strings with another musician who plays this instrument,
Toumani Diabaté. For 10 points, name this 21-string instrument historically played by griots in Mali.
ANSWER: kora [prompt on calabash harp or calabash lute]
<IH>

4. A northern region from this country is home to a string instrument that originally had two strings
called a zongora. It’s not Israel, but this country is the origin of a circle dance in which participants
take three steps forward and one backward called a hora. A style of music from this country with
Middle Eastern influences is called doina, a style of which called ca (*) din tulnic mimics the tulnic, an
alphorn from this country. Ensembles from this non-Ukraine country called taraf feature players of the
lute-like cobza called lăutari. A piano suite inspired by music of this country opens with a “stick dance”



and “brâul,” or sash dance, and was written by Béla Bartók based on tunes from Transylvania.  For 10
points, name this country whose folk music inspired a pair of rhapsodies by its native composer, George
Enescu.
ANSWER: Romania [accept Moldova I guess before the Bartók clue since most of the stuff before also
applies to Moldova]
<EG>

5. The leading theory regarding the origin of this song is a Chinese song whose title means “I’m leaving
my lover.” When performed in G major, this song opens with the notes (read slowly) long D (pause),
E, D, E, long G (pause), A, G, A, long B. John Barnes Chance composed a set of variations on this
song for concert band. A 1926 film titled for this song is about a student tortured by the Japanese.
After screenings of that (*) Na Woon-gyu film, audiences would sing this song in the theaters to show
resistance to Japanese occupation. Because this song varies from region to region, its title is often prefixed
by the variation’s place of origin. The accepted “original” version of this song originates from Jeongseon. A
mass games event held in Pyongyang was named for, for 10 points, what folk song regarded as the
unofficial anthem of the Korean peninsula?
ANSWER: Arirang
<EG>

6. A funky song from this movement that heavily references Batman takes a few letters off of each
previous lyric until reaching just “Ba,” then adds them back the same way. Pools, margarine, and
gasoline embody consumerism in a richly-orchestrated song from this movement that ends with the
singer repeating “Baby, baby, I love you.” A track named for this movement opens with the sound of
birds and native drums as a voice reads from the Pêro Vaz de Caminha letter. The name of a
compilation album of this movement misspells the Latin for (*) “bread and circuses,” and its title track
was performed by Os Mutantes. This psychedelia-infused movement’s pioneers Caetano Veloso and
Gilberto Gil were arrested and exiled by the junta in 1969. For 10 points, identify this dissident movement
of música popular brasileira whose name romanticizes Brazil as a paradise.
ANSWER: Tropicália [prompt on MPB or música popular brasileira] (the songs are Os Mutantes’ “Bat
Macumba,” Gal Costa’s “Baby,” and Caetano Veloso’s “Tropicália”)
<VD>

7. An instrument with this characteristic appears on the album cover of Harry Smith’s Anthology of
American Folk Music. Detroit street blues musician Sam Wilson used a baby food jar to play an
instrument with this characteristic, many of which were made by Lonnie Pitchford. The berimbau,
which provides the rhythm to capoeira dances, has this characteristic. A Jamaican artist whose stage
name is “Brushy” followed by this characteristic plays a (*) guitar with this characteristic. Many Delta
blues guitarists got their start by showing their prowess on the diddley bow, a homemade children’s slide
instrument with this characteristic. It is impossible to play intervals or chords on instruments with this
characteristic. For 10 points, give this characteristic possessed by monochord string instruments.
ANSWER: one string [accept descriptive answers; accept monochord before mention]
<VD>

8. A musical form of this ethnic group is divided into a style mostly performed by young people in
contemporary music, and a traditional “mumbling” type. A song that describes this ethnicity as
“sons and daughters of the sun” is the basis for their flag consisting of a blue and red circle on a blue,
red, yellow, and green field. The luohti musical form practiced by northern members of this ethnicity
is more developed than the southern (*) vuolle style due to the increased Christianization in the south. A
style of music that mimics natural sounds is practiced by shamans of this ethnicity called noaidi. Fred Buljo



is a rapper of this ethnicity who performs one of their traditional music styles as part of the supergroup
Keiino, the Eurovision 2019 representative from Norway. Joik is a musical tradition of, for 10 points, what
ethnic group native to northern Scandinavia?
ANSWER: Sámi
<EG>

9. The orchestral piece Earth Cry prominently features solos for this instrument. Philip Glass composed
a four-movement piece featuring this instrument titled Voices for [this instrument] and Organ; that
piece featured Mark Atkins on this instrument, who has also written a 52-minute concerto for it. A
paper in the British Medical Journal found that playing this instrument reduces risk of obstructive
sleep apnea. Peter Sculthorpe often partners with William Barton, a prominent player of this
instrument in orchestral settings, for pieces that feature it like (*) Kakadu. This instrument is often
fitted with a beeswax mouthpiece to improve its seal to the mouth, and it is traditionally made of eucalyptus
trees hollowed out by termites. For 10 points, name this Aboriginal Australian instrument that employs
circular breathing to play a low-pitched drone.
ANSWER: didgeridoo [or yidaki, mandapul, or mako]
<EG>

10. The band Dengue Fever plays a revival of a rock style from this country. A monochord zither from
this country is played by holding a gourd to one’s chest as a resonator. A court ensemble from this
country that derives its name partly from an extinct harp has its rhythm set by a barrel drum called
a samphor. A blind master of the chapey lute features on the song “Time To Rise” by a rapper from
this country named VannDa. Ros (*) Sereysothea and Sinn Sisamouth sang many duets during this
country’s golden age of rock music in the ‘60s and early ‘70s. A quadruple-reed sralai oboe appears in pin
peat ensembles from this country, which accompany performances from its national epic, the Reamker.
Apsaras play instruments in many stone reliefs from a Hindu temple complex in this country. For 10 points,
name this Southeast Asian country whose music scene was crushed in the 1970s under the Khmer Rouge.
ANSWER: Kingdom of Cambodia [or Preăh Réachéanachâkr Kâmpŭchéa] (the zither is a kse diev, and
the harp is a pin)
<VD>

11. In an album named for this singer, French trumpeter Ibrahim Maalouf covered this singer’s “Alf
Layla wa Layla” as jazz, and another album named for this singer’s country by Yossou N’Dour pays
tribute to this singer with the Fathy Salama Orchestra. This singer’s popularization of “Walla
Zaman Ya Selahy” caused it to become her country’s national anthem until its replacement by (*)
“Bilady, Bilady, Bilady” in 1979. This singer’s songs were often adapted from prominent poets such as
Ahmad Shawqi and Ibrahim Nagi, the latter of whose “Al-Atlal” has become one of her signature songs.
The popularity of this singer was vital in advancing the nationalistic agenda of Gamal Abdel Nasser. “Enta
Omry” is by, for 10 points, what Egyptian “Star of the East”?
ANSWER: Umm Kulthum [or Fāṭima ʾIbrāhīm es-Sayyid el-Beltāǧī]
<AS>

12. A large mural in the Palace of the Jaguars at Teotihuacan depicts a plumed feline playing one of
these instruments. In addition to the trombone, Steve Turre is a virtuoso on this instrument. Dozens
of ornately carved examples of these instruments have been unearthed at Chavin de Huantar, whose
passageways likely amplified its sound. These instruments are sounded to signal the start of the
Ganga Aarti, and are especially treasured if they are reverse-(*) turning, or dakshinavarti. Images of
Quetzalcoatl often depict him with a “wind jewel” made of one of these instruments around his neck.
Yamabushi who practice Shugendo traditionally carry one of these instruments called a horagai. Vishnu’s



Panchajanya is one of these instruments, which Krishna blows as a war cry at the opening of the Bhagavad
Gita. For 10 points, name these naturally-occurring, spiraled instruments that are blown as trumpets.
ANSWER: conch shells [accept shankha or horagai before mention, accept quiquiztli, prompt on
trumpets or wind instruments]
<VD>

13. Doma Press, who is a musician from this state, argued in a New York Times article that conscious rap
music pushes back against the misogyny in popular genres such as narcocorridos. One musician from
this state fought against the “you’re more beautiful when you’re quiet” sentiment in songs such as
“¿Y Tú Qué Esperas?” and “Se Busca”, in which she raps “vivas se las llevaron, vivas los queremos”
in a room of missing persons posters in that song’s music video. That rapper, Mare Advertencia
Lirika, who is from this non-Veracruz state, was featured on Natalia Lafourcade’s “Tú Sí Sabes
Quererme” from (*) Un Canto Por México, Vol. 2. In an interview, Lirika said that “hip-hop events [in
this state] were dominated by government institutions”, which inspired her and other artists to form an
independent movement fighting for indigenous rights and gender equality. For 10 points, name this state
with the highest indigenous population in Mexico and home to the Mixtecs and Zapotecs.
ANSWER: Free and Sovereign State of Oaxaca [or Estado Libre y Soberano de Oaxaca or Huāxyacac]
<IH>

14. Jayson Makoto Chun used the term “Pop Pacific” to refer to the “hidden transnational” aspects of
this musician’s works. Phil Benson argued that the music video for this musician’s English-language
“Easy Breezy” “projected more sexually assertive identities” than their Japanese work. In an
Instagram post, this musician proposed the English honorific “Mys.”, short for “mystery” after
coming out as (*) non-binary. This musician sings “you are always gonna be my love / itsuka darekato
mata koi ni ochitemo” in the titular song on their album First Love. In a Dazed article, this musician
described “coming to terms with yourself” in their song “One Last Kiss”, which was written for the final
Neon Genesis Evangelion film. For 10 points, theme songs from Kingdom Hearts such as “Face My Fears”
and “Simple and Clean” are by what J-pop musician?
ANSWER: Utada Hikaru [or Hikaru Utada; accept Cubic U]
<IH>

15. Players of this region’s instruments atabal, ttun-ttun, and xirula accompany Carnival dance
performances called maskaradak. A dancer is lifted at the end of a sword dance from this region
practiced during Corpus Christi called ezpata dantza. This region’s musician Kepa Junkera is a
master of a diatonic accordion from here used in a genre called triki pop; a tambourine called a
pandero is often paired with that accordion, called a (*) trikiti, in folk music from this region. Singers
compete to win a beret in an improvised singing tradition from this region called bertsolaritza. The lyrics of
this region’s official anthem were written by nationalist Sabino Arana. “Euskadiko Ereserkia” is the official
anthem of, for 10 points, what autonomous region of northern Spain?
ANSWER: Euskal Herria [or Basque Country, or País Vasco]
<EG>

16. A “postcolonial semantic” study of urban ni-Vanuatu shows how this music genre has been replacing
the church as a “cultural antonym” to kastom. The Tjintu Desert Band and Tjupi Band have
pioneered this genre in the Luritja language, known as the “desert” style of this non-blues genre.
Papua New Guinea’s most prominent contemporary artist, O-Shen, primarily performs in this genre.
The music video for “Sensitive to a Smile,” a song in this genre by the Auckland-based band Herbs,
was made in support of a (*) religious group with whose message this genre is closely associated. The
all-Maori band Katchafire, which plays this genre, was originally formed to pay tribute to a pioneer of this



genre who sang “I Shot the Sheriff.” For 10 points, name this genre which exploded in popularity in the
Pacific when Bob Marley toured New Zealand in 1979.
ANSWER: reggae
<AS>

17. This instrument accompanies Uncle Mude’s voice in an album by one performer and his band The
Spirit of the People. Composite melodies are formed by the overlapping lines of these instruments in
“leading” and “intertwining” roles called the kushaura and kutsinhira. This instrument was
popularized in the Pacific Northwest by Dumisani Maraire, who notated many pieces for its nyunga
nyunga variant. Thomas Mapfumo pioneered (*) chimurenga protest music as a fusion of popular styles
and the electrified sound of this instrument. Shells and bottle caps are often attached to this instrument to
produce a buzzing sound. This small-ish instrument consists of around 25 metal keys mounted on a
gwariva wooden soundboard. For 10 points, identify this African idiophone, a “thumb piano” traditional to
the Shona of Zimbabwe.
ANSWER: mbira [accept kalimba, accept mbira dzavadzimu or mbira nyunga nyunga, prompt on thumb
piano before mention] (the performer is Ephat Mujuru)
<VD>

18. This composer wrote a “historical suite” representing Kwan Gung’s transformation from Chinese to
Chinese-American in one opera which features the music ensemble ten feet above the stage in the
“heavens”. This musician created a “martial-arts musical fantasy” that uses wushu in its
choreography; that opera-ballet is titled Journey Beyond the West. A suono solo opens “Joys and
Solos” from this musician’s The Underground Railroad to My Heart, which combines traditional
Chinese music with (*) jazz. The cover for Celestial Green Monster shows this musician naked and
painted green while holding his baritone saxophone. In a 1999 essay, this musician described his search for
“what makes Chinese American music Chinese American” and his creation of “Afro Asian new American
multicultural music”. For 10 points, name this composer and Marxist activist who formed the Afro Asian
Music Ensemble and the Monkey Orchestra.
ANSWER: Fred Ho [or Fred Wei-han Houn or Hóu Wéihàn]
<IH>

19. This instrument features on a track from the film Gladiator titled “[this instrument] of the North.”
This instrument is often played in pairs, with one musician playing the melody and the other playing
a drone called a dum. This instrument’s sound is convoluted with the sound of a trombone to create
the sound of the tsungi horn, a fictional instrument from Avatar: The Last Airbender. A player of this
instrument released the album Moon Shines at Night; that musician and “master of” this instrument
is the oldest person to perform at the Eurovision Song Contest, Djivan (*) Gasparyan. One name for
this instrument derives from its composition from apricot wood. For 10 points, name this double reed
instrument heavily present in Armenian folk music.
ANSWER: duduk [or tsiranopogh]
<EG>

20. Ludmilla performed “Rap da Felicidade” to represent favelas at one of these events before a segue
into Elza Soares’s “Canto de Ossanha”. At that same event, Jorge Ben Jor sang “País Tropical” to
“unite” maracatu and bumba-meu-boi dancers. The fourth movement of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9
was simultaneously performed by choirs in five satellite locations around the world during one of
these events. Koreana sang about “breaking down the walls / that come between us” in their song (*)
“Hand in Hand”, which was performed in both Korean and English at one of these events. At another of
these events, 2008 [two-thousand-and-eight] performers sang “isn’t it delightful to have friends coming



from afar?” while playing fou drums. For 10 points, name these events, the 2020 iteration of which
included a medley of songs from Japanese video games and a performance of Takashi Yoshimatsu's
Symphony No. 2 during Naomi Osaka’s lighting of the cauldron.
ANSWER: Olympics opening ceremonies [accept Summer Olympics opening ceremonies or Winter
Olympics opening ceremonies; accept descriptions like “the beginning of the Olympics”; prompt on
Olympics]
<IH>

21. During the epilogue sequence in a game set in this country, a song plays in which the singer describes
how “a fairy wandering befell [them] in the beginning of night”. In another sequence from that game,
a band plays “High Cost of Living” and “Eighties Rampwalk”, which both appear on the real-life
compilation album Strange Passion, which explores this country’s post-punk and electronic music
scene from 1980-1983. That game is If Found. Yatsunori Mitsuda’s soundtrack for Xenogears is
heavily inspired by this non-Bulgaria country. That soundtrack features musician Davy Spillane, who
also performs with (*) Riverdance, a show from this country. Selections from Nobuo Uematsu’s
soundtrack for Final Fantasy IV were arranged in a style from this country by fiddler Máire Breatnach. For
10 points, other collaborators on that album include accordionist Sharon Shannon and bodhrán player Tom
Hayes, who are from what country whose instruments also include the uilleann pipes?
ANSWER: Republic of Ireland [or Éire]
<IH>

22. Panorama is a music competition dedicated to this genre hosted around Carnival in which groups
play variations on the popular songs in this genre. Lord Shorty developed a style of music he defined
as the “Soul of [this genre],” a blend of African and Indian rhythms called soca. This genre inspired a
jazz piece based on the song “Hold ‘em Joe” written by Sonny Rollins; that piece is (*) “St. Thomas.”
A work song in this genre appears on an album titled for it and describes working “all night on a drink of
rum;” that album is by the “king of” this genre, Harry Belafonte. Instruments characteristic of this genre
play notes by striking flat spots on their round surfaces, and are made from old oil drums. Steel drums are
played in, for 10 points, what genre of music that originated in Trinidad and Tobago?
ANSWER: calypso [prompt on soca before mention]
<EG>


